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star wars: galactic battlegrounds is a star wars video game. this game is a sequel to star wars:
galactic battlegrounds. the gameplay is similar to the original game with a few major additions. the

four playable factions are the galactic republic, the empire, the rebel alliance and the separatist
droid army. the game uses a real-time strategy game engine. galactic battlegrounds was released on

september 25, 2008, and was the first game in the star wars: galactic battlegrounds series. star
wars: galactic battlegrounds features a single-player campaign, multiplayer and a co-operative

campaign. it was a sequel to the previous game, star wars: galactic battlegrounds. the game is set in
the star wars universe and takes place during the time of the galactic civil war. the campaign lasts

from the battle of yavin to the battle of endor and features an opening cinematic as well as
cutscenes to be viewed during the missions. star wars galactic battlegrounds is a real time strategy
game set in the star wars universe. the game was released on september 25, 2008, and is the first
game in the star wars: galactic battlegrounds series. it includes an all new campaign mode, all new
multiplayer features, and a new set of single player missions. all of the game's units and maps are
completely new as well, with the ability to control up to six players online. star wars: battlefront ii

production information developer(s) dice sledgehammer games publishing(s) electronic arts
publisher(s) electronic arts aspyr media electronic arts release date november 18, 2003 game

engine unreal engine 3 genre real-time strategy modes multiplayer rating(s) esrb : teen (t) usk : 12
platform(s) pc, mac [source]
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there are six factions in
galactic battlegrounds:

republic, empire,
separatists, hutt, hutts, and

bandits. the six non-
playable heroes are the
game's hero units. the

heroes can be used as the
player's main characters as
well as ai controlled heroes

in the campaign. each
faction has its own unique
hero units, which plays a
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crucial role in the game.
each hero unit appears on
maps randomly, and the

player's victory can depend
on luck. the repulsa and

resistance are the only two
factions who don't have any

hero units. in addition,
heroes can be obtained

as'relics' from building or
through special events. for

example, heroes can be
dropped by the sandtrooper
on a point defense gunship
map. each faction has three
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starting areas available on
the map: a planet, a space

station or town and a
stronghold. players can

choose one of the two types
of planets, one that is an
earth-like planet or a gas

giant planet. the campaign
can also be played on a

space station or a planet.
the star destroyer is the

only structure available on
every map. some resources
like carbones are balanced
to protect resources while
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others are balanced to
protect units. resources are

finite, and players are
forced to specialize or suffer
repercussions for straying
from their normal strategy.

units also have unique
abilities that are balanced to

influence the game, for
example the rebel fleet's

ability to flank enemies, and
emperor palpatine's minions

ability to tear down
buildings. instead of one of
the well known factions, the
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players are given the choice
of six different ones that
may be used in a random
map game. the factions

follow a similar design to the
age of empires, but also had
its own unique units as well

as unique building
technologies. all the initial
six races, such as the xi'an,
are a parody of the other
peoples of the star wars

universe (e.g. the tatooine
slave races), and as such,
their inclusion in the game
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is more of a reflection of the
humor instead of the reality
of their existence. some of

the races have the only
unique unit among the six
different factions, namely

the dug and camazon.
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